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Design of an FPGA based Embedded System for protecting the server from
SYN flood attack”

By :  Shaila V. Chimkode

Research Guide: Prof. Gourish M. Naik

ABSTRACT

Internet is considered as one of the largest dominant medium to communicate all across the

digital globe and is extensively used in numerous fields for automating the business, education,

office, home etc. With the increase in number of users using the internet services, there is also an

increase in the number of malicious users that interrupt the usual working of the Internet. The

genuine user’s right to use the services on the network can be denied due to Denial of Service

(DoS) attack. A category of DoS attack that is generated by exploiting the standard protocols is

known as SFA and generally leads to huge monetary loss. Thus the vital aspect here is to provide

servers that provide services on the internet with a strong security against the SFA.

The main intent of this work is to develop the security system for protecting the services

of the server from SFA. In this thesis, Victim Side SYN Flood attack (VSSF) Protection System is

proposed wherein identification of genuine requests is maintained in a registry by continuously

updating the genuine user’s IP records from the registry according to the VSSF protection method.

This will help the user to discover the spoofed SFA requests, it will block the SFA requests and

provide service to the genuine users. This method is implemented initially using the software then,

the performance of software based VSSF protection system with genuine requests and attacks in

the live network environment are tested practically.
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Furthermore, the SoC is designed using the FPGA based Victim Side SYN Flood attack

(FVSSF) Protection System to protect the services of server against the SFA. The FVSSF

protection system is implemented using the soft IP-cores such as soft core NIOS Processor.

Subsequently, the performance of the FVSSF Protection System in the live network environment

during the attack and genuine requests are experimentally tested. The experimental results of both

VSSF and FVSSF protection system protects the server by blocking spoofed SFA request and

allowing genuine users without interruption..

The results of the both the protection methods using the software (PC based) and the

FPGA hardware (soft core NIOS Processor) based VSSF Protection Systems are compared and

indicates that apart from both systems protecting the servers from attack , the soft core NIOS

Processor based hardware systems are more efficient related to transfer rate and amount of time

required to process requests. The future research work is suggested and is extremely interesting.
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1. INTRODUCTION
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1.1 Overview

The internet is considered as a very dominant channel of communication and is

largely used in many areas of education, business, transportation, etc. It has various

applications for users to perform different tasks very easily. These network applications

provide enormous users with various services for transferring the data or information that

includes crucial data also. The tremendous rise in Internet usage by the users has lead to a

considerable rise in the attackers seeking to disrupt the services on the network. The

intention of the initial design of a network was to provide communication but there was no

consideration given to its security aspect, hence resulting in attacks that affect the Internet

services and corresponding applications. These attacks do not allow legitimate user’s right

to use the services. Therefore, the vital fact is that these services have to be protected from

such attacks to avoid disruption of services.

The survey of CSI security in regards to “crime and security of computer” for the

year 2007 reports that the financial loss due to attacks was very high [1]. It was also found

out that most corporates had spent around 6 to 26 % of respective IT budget on security.

Even though organizations used various security technologies like Antivirus software,

Firewall, VPN, Antispyware, encryption etc. it was reported that an amount of $2,888,600

loss incurred due to the attacks of DoS. The different attacks detected were Virus, DoS

attack, illegitimate access to information, password sniffing, theft of proprietary

(intellectual property) information, etc.

The threat report of McAfee lab reports different malwares, web related threats and

network attacks [2]. The web threats were phishing, spam, etc. whereas networks attacks

were browser attacks, SSL, DoS, scan, Brute force, DNS attacks, amongst others. Amongst
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all attacks the top third attack reported is DoS (indicated in Figure 1.1). Internet is most

vulnerable to attacks and DoS attack is generated on the internet.

Figure 1.1 Top network attacks reported [2]

1.2 Denial of Service attack

1.2.1 Introduction

DoS attack is generated by an attacker, wherein the genuine users right to use the

resources of the network is denied. The attacker flood the victim/servers with redundant

traffic that denies genuine users access to the server services. These abundant attack

packets effectively results into consumption of many server resources. Now, when the

genuine user transmits a request to use the services of the server, the access is denied

because the resources of the server are utilized by the attack. In this type of attack only one

attacker generates an attack directly on a victim.

Another type of DoS attack is called distributed denial of service attack (DDoS).

This attack is generated on a victim simultaneously from more than one computer. These

multiple machines send an attack after getting instructions from the attacker. For
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generating such an attack the attacker initially scans the remote machines and searches for

any vulnerability. The vulnerable machines are then created as Zombies or Botnet by using

worms. Zombies generate attacks simultaneously on victim (server/network) after getting

instructions from the sender/attacker. These attacks consume victim’s resources due to

which the access to the genuine user is denied [3]. Also, IP addresses used to generate such

attacks are spoofed, which make it very difficult to locate the attacker [4].

1.2.2 Motivation to generate attack

DDoS attacks are generated with different intentions and the details are as below

[5, 4].

 The attacks are generated for attacker’s financial benefit. Usually, they are

generated against the corporate. Attacks of type DDoS are very complex to prevent

and are very harmful leading to a huge monetary loss for the companies. Normally,

very skilled people are required to generate these attacks.

 These attacks are generated to avenge against a corporate or an individual due to

personal enmity. These attackers are normally with lower technical proficiency and

generally generated by an ex-employee or a present employee or any person that

has a rebelled against an individual or a company.

 The attacks are also generated due to political hostility. It is generated against an

opponent’s website so that their web services become inaccessible to normal users.

These attacks are generated predominantly due to differences in political beliefs.

Attacks generated on Wiki leaks indicate such motives as above [6].

 The attacks are also generated with the motif of experimenting on the generation of

attacks and monitoring the effects of the attacks.
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 Terrorists generally generate such attacks on the official web sites of a country,

which includes government websites, military organizations and defence

organizations to cause inconvenience to the normal user.

 Attacks are also generated unintentionally by normal users. The internet has a

software called Orbit, which is used to download videos from YouTube. Whenever

any user downloads this software, it automatically starts generating the attack [7].

1.2.3 Incidents of DDoS attack

The initial DDoS attack reported was generated against an educational Institute in

1999 [8].  There were several other attacks of type DDoS that persisted to be generated,

some of them are as follows: In 2013 bbc.co.uk [9], Chinese internet .CN, [10] were

attacked and the services were not accessible. In 2014, a server that provided opinion poll

of Hong Kong [11], Sony’s Gaming servers [12], Codeship DNS servers [13] were

attacked. In 2015 an attack that generated was for about six days on GitHub and this was

reported as the greatest attack generated on GitHub [14], Thai government websites were

attacked in the same year also [15] and also later in 2016 many websites were shut down

including Netflix, PayPal, Pinterest, CNN, Twitter, Reddit [16] due to the  DDoS attacks.

Thus, repeatedly DDoS attacks are generated and the access to these server services is

denied to genuine users.

1.2.4 DDoS attack classification

DDoS attacks are classified basically into two types called Flooding and Logic

attacks [17] [18]. Flooding attacks are generated by sending enormous number of packets

to a server. Once the incoming packet requests outnumbers the maximum set boundary on

the amount of clients that can get services from the server, then the requests generated
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from the genuine users entry is restricted and are not permitted to access the server

services.

The Logic attacks are generated by identifying the vulnerabilities of the victim and

sending attack packets to the victim so that the victim behaves in an abnormal way. The

total packets sent here are comparatively lesser than the Flooding attacks.

DDoS flooding attacks are further classified into two types depending on the

protocol layer. The first type is Network/transport layer flooding attacks and the other type

is the Application layer flooding attacks. The flooding attacks of network / transport layer

are again categorized into following four types.

Flooding attacks: Here massive amount of packets are generated by the attacker to

the server. These attacks consume resources of victim i.e. bandwidth of victim side such

that the genuine users will be unable to connect to server and also will be unable to use the

services of the victim. ICMP and UDP type of flood attacks are the examples of flooding

attacks [19, 4].

Protocol exploitation flooding attacks: Attacks that exploit the Server side protocols

so that the victim resources get consumed by the attacks and the genuine user’s requests

will be denied. TCP SFA is a protocol exploitation type of flooding attack and in the thesis

we are working on this sort of attacks.

Reflection based flooding attacks: In these attacks, enormous quantity of request

packets are sent by the attacker to the reflector. Then these reflectors send replies

immediately to the referred server causing the server resources to be consumed and

becomes the attack victim. Smurf attack is basically a reflection based type of flooding

attack.
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Amplification based flooding attacks: These are the attacks sent to the server wherein

each attack sent from the attacker is amplified or multiplied. Thus, enormous numbers of

attack requests are generated on the victim.

1.3 SYN flood attack (SFA)

The characteristics of the normal communication on the network, SFA are type of

DDoS attacks details and its effects are explained below.

1.3.1 Normal Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) communication

Applications that are available on Internet that use the HTTP, SMTP, FTP, Telnet,

transfer and receive messages using the TCP. The reference model called TCP/IP supports

connection oriented protocol called TCP.  Since TCP utilizes the connection based rules, it

provides more reliable transfer of data. During normal TCP communication a client that

uses TCP has to first establish the proper connection with the server. After the initial set up

of the normal connection, the data transfer amongst the two processes on server and client

takes place on the network. Later, respective server and the client connection have to be

disconnected.

Handshake of three way communication is used initially to establish the normal

connection from the server and the respective client [20]. The setting up of the connection

is commenced by the normal client by sending the SYN segment which is SYN request to

be sent to the respective server. Subsequently the server answers back with the

corresponding SYN-ACK segment to the respective client. After setting up of the half open

connection on the server, then the server keeps on waiting for the matching ACK from the

client [21]. Now the client reacts to the segment SYN-ACK received and transmits back
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ACK type of segment. Once the server obtains the ACK segment from the client the

connection is set up as shown indicated in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2 Normal TCP connection set up

Acknowledgement numbers and Sequence numbers of TCP segments are used for

tracking all the segments that are transferred and ensures that no segment is lost. For a

client process to commence the connection, it creates the segment SYN with ‘m’ as

sequence number and is transmitted to the process on the server. The server process

initialises its own random sequence number ‘n’ and increments the received sequence

number as ‘m+1’ which is then used by server as an acknowledgement number. This

sequence number ‘n’ and acknowledgement number ‘m+1’ is sent with the SYN-ACK

acknowledging to the SYN segment. Now the client adds sequence number (m+1),

acknowledgement number (n+1) with ACK segment and sends it to the respective server

acknowledging to the received segment [22].
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1.3.2 Communication during SFA

SFA is essentially a kind of DDoS attack that is generated by an attacker/client to

the server that is to be attacked. SFA is normally generated by the attacker by sending the

spoofed SYN segment requests. This spoofed SYN segment request when reaches any

normal functioning server it leads to the formation of a half-open connection. Then as

usual server response generated is SYN-ACK segment to the destination which is spoofed.

As the IP address used is spoofed in SFA, such a machine with that spoofed address might

not exist or unavailable and naturally no response will be received. However, the server

waits continuously for the corresponding segment ACK till the period time-out of

establishing the connection as in Figure 1.3 [20]. The connection establishment time out is

normally for 75 seconds, till that time the server maintains the half open connection

waiting for the respective ACK [23]. After the time out stage half open connection is

deleted and all the resources attached will be deleted.

Figure 1.3 Connection is Half open due to attack

If the address used is of genuine clients during the SFA then the client after

receiving SYN-ACK will immediately generate the RST segment. This RST segment
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immediately releases the respective connection of type half-open from the server. Hence,

SFA packet’s source address used is generally spoofed instead of genuine IP addresses.

During SFA abundant spoofed SYN segment requests are generated and targeted to

the specific server. For each of the incoming request the server normally responds with

segment SYN-ACK by setting the half-open connection and waits for the corresponding

ACK segment. Since abundant spoofed client requests are generated and sent, the server

resources immediately gets exhausted. Once the server resources gets exhausted, further

genuine requests access to the services of the server are denied.

According to Kasperskey report of 2015, a leading DDoS attacks generated that

lasted for about 205 hours [24]. From Figure 1.4 one can observe that the largest type of

attack generated is SFA as compared to other types of attacks.

Figure 1.4 DDoS attack statistics [24]
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genuine requests access to the services of the server are denied.

According to Kasperskey report of 2015, a leading DDoS attacks generated that

lasted for about 205 hours [24]. From Figure 1.4 one can observe that the largest type of

attack generated is SFA as compared to other types of attacks.

Figure 1.4 DDoS attack statistics [24]
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1.4 Research problem

The SFA is generated by an attacker so that the genuine user’s access to the

services of the servers over the network is denied, leading to the denial of service attack.

Such attacks will not allow users to access the TCP services. These attacks also cause some

servers to reboot or crash. SFA can be generated against any TCP servers. Mail servers,

Web servers, FTP servers, Telnet servers, all use the TCP protocol. Thus normal users will

have problem in accessing any of the TCP servers [25].

The important challenge here is to identify exclusively the attack as this attack

generated includes the requests from the source IP addresses that are spoofed. This makes

recognition of genuine from attack requests extensively very difficult. The next important

difficulty in this case is not only to identify requests that use spoofed addresses but also to

block such requests so that only genuine requests are allowed.

The security of network against DDoS attack has got huge commercial significance

because every organisation needs their server to be extensively secured. Many government

organizations and private firms recruit specialist from this field to secure their network

resources against an attack [26]. Many researchers were also working hard to get this

problem solved. Companies like Arbour Networks and Verisign are also working in this

area to provide their services to many organizations in protecting networks against

specifically DDoS attacks. The research topic protection of servers against SFA has

received much attention due to the regular attacks being generated that destroys the

stability of the internet. For this reason, it is very essential to provide better security to the

server, our research work suggests an efficient protection method and embedded protection

system.
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1.5 SFA Protection model

The protection system used to secure the server from SFAs can be usually

implemented at 3 different places on the network. Protection system can be exclusively

implemented at the Victim/server side, attacker side and Intermediate network side [4] [5].

The protection system against the SFA can be exclusively implemented at the

attacker side so that the attacks can be filtered easily at the source side itself. Thus these

SFAs do not waste the other network resources like router time, bandwidth, server

processing time, memory etc. Since any client can generate SFA and due to which the

server resources gets wasted. If the attacker side protection system is to be used to secure

the server from SFA, then the attacker side protection system has to be compulsorily

implemented at all the individual client’s side which is laborious.

The protection system can also be implemented onto the intermediate network

between the server and the client. Attack detection at the Intermediate network side

protection system is difficult as all the attack messages gets distributed on the network

making it difficult and very complex to detect the attack.

The protection system against the SFA can also be implemented near the server

side or victim side. All the SFA packets and genuine requests sent from the genuine client

are all available near the victim side. The protection system can keenly observe all the

packets near the victim and detect the SFA. Also deployment of protection system is done

only at the victim side. Thus in this research Victim Side SFA (VSSF) protection system is

designed.
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An important agenda of this research work is to develop a better security system

against the SFA. SFA protection systems to secure the server against the SFA can be

designed and implemented using either software or hardware.  Software based protection

system here refers to the security system designed and implemented using purely the

software on a computer.

Hardware based protection system to secure the server against the SFA here refers

to the security system designed and implemented using the devoted hardware devices and

software. The hardware based solutions are generally implemented either using

“application specific integrated circuit” (ASIC) or using “Field programmable gate array”

(FPGA). Using FPGA for designing the protection system offers an advantage of using

reconfigurable devices in contrast to ASIC [27]. ASIC provides more speed but no

flexibility at all. FPGA offers the design of security system using both hardware and

software co design. FPGA also offers an important feature called reusability of the various

IP-cores. In this research various IP-cores are extensively utilized for designing the victim

side SFA protection system using FPGA. Thus building an embedded system that provides

the security of server against the SFA.

1.6 Objectives of Research

To provide security to the network service from SFA following are the objectives

listed:

 To understand in depth the way SFA packets are created using spoofed IP

addresses, type of packet used, number of packets sent etc. and enabling us to

formulate the attack detection and protection mechanism.
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 To understand the effect of SFA on the server and thus, enabling us to design a

better mechanism for protection.

 To understand the existing various mechanisms used for detection and protection of

SFA and to formulate a better mechanism to secure the server from SFA.

 To demonstrate the live implementation of attack, set up the appropriate test bed

environment and to measure the efficiency of the designed security system.

 To design SFA attack generator tool that can send attack packets to the server.

 To formulate a new improved protection system that can identify a spoofed attack

and immediately block the attack so that genuine users have uninterrupted access to

the network service.  Analyse the effect of proposed method implemented as

software on a computer during the attack.

 To design an embedded protection system using hardware FPGA that can be

utilized in automation systems.

 To study and compare the software based SFA protection system with that of the

hardware based SFA protection system.

1.7 Contribution

The key focus of this research is to design and analyse the protection system against

the SFA. The research contributions include:

 The design and analysis of the software based Victim Side SFA (VSSF)

protection system that monitors, detects and protects the server from SFA.

 The design and analysis of the System on Chip (SoC) for protection of server

from SFA that monitors, detects and also blocks the attack using FPGA.

 The design and analysis of SoC for generating SFA using the hardware FPGA.
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1.8 Thesis organization

Outline of the thesis is described as below:

Chapter 2 Literature Review: This chapter deals with literature review of SFA

detection and protection research work.

Chapter 3 Victim Side SFA protection system: This chapter gives the detailed

description of SFA and also the design of proposed Victim Side SFA protection system

research work. It also focuses on the experiment details and its results.

Chapter 4 FPGA based SoC VSSF-II protection system: This chapter elaborates

details on the design and development of SoC VSSF II Protection System which is

implemented as a Secured Ethernet Interface System. This chapter also gives the details of

design of SFA generation tool. The outputs of the experiments were discussed.

Chapter 5 Conclusion and Future Scope: Concludes this research work and

discusses the future research work for protecting the server from attack.

1.9 Summary

This chapter clearly begins with the significance of the basic network and

vulnerability that exist on the network. Gives introduction to DDoS attack with the various

reasons so as to generate attacks, reported DDoS attacks generated and broad classification

of DDoS attack. Discusses basic TCP communication working with regard to SFA, basic

details of SFA,  basics of attack packets with the use of spoofed addresses during the SFA.

Concludes by stating the exact research problem, model proposed, objectives, contribution

of this research and in brief organization of the thesis.
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CHAPTER

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
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2.1 Introduction

This chapter’s major focus is on the review of the literature study related to the

SFA detection and protection research work.

SFA is normally generated by the attacker by sending the enormous spoofed SYN

segment requests continuously. This spoofed SYN segment requests leads to formation of

connection of type half-open on the specified server and the server responds immediately

with the segment SYN-ACK to the respective client. However, the server continuously

waits for the corresponding segment ACK till the period time-out of establishing the

connection. Thus during SFA the resources server are utilized in maintaining the

connection which is of type half-open. During this time if a genuine user is trying to get

entry to make use of the services of the server then the permission to make use of the

service is denied [28, 29, 30]. SFA generated on the server denies access to the genuine

users due to resource crunch that leads to many hazardous effects.

2.2 General classification of mitigating the SFA

SFA mitigation mechanisms can be classified based on these parameters. 1.Type of

response used for mitigating the effect of SFA 2.Location of deployment 3.Implementation

using hardware or software .SFA Mitigation mechanisms are further categorized into SFA

detection and SFA defense mechanisms depending on the response to the SFA attack. SFA

Detection mechanisms only detects the SFA and the error information is passed, but no

automated response is generated [31, 32]. The SFA defense mechanisms detect and

generate the automated response to diminish the SFA effect [33] .
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SFA Mitigation mechanisms are classified on the basis of the location of

deployment. The three types are source side deployment [34], victim side deployment [35]

and intermediate deployment [36]. SFA mitigation mechanisms are classified depending

on the way the SFA protection systems are implemented. It could be hardware based or

purely software based.

In this present study, defence mechanisms are to be used to secure the server from

SFA. It is preferable to maintain a dedicated security system to defend the server from an

attack [37].

2.3 Software techniques for security

2.3.1 Victim side SFA defence mechanisms

SYNCACHE

SYN cache method used by Lemon suggests that initially minimum state is allocated

from initial connection request and once the required connection is established the

remaining resources will be allocated. It makes use of hash table to maintain the

information. For every incoming request to establish the connection the hash value of the

incoming request is calculated and hash table is updated with this information. The hash

size controls the magnitude of such table used for maintaining the hash of the required

information. In case the cache becomes full then the oldest entry from the hash table is

deleted.  The disadvantage of this method is that the option field’s information like

window size need to be transferred to the server again as it does not maintain such

information till the connection is set up completely [35]. Even with the reduced state of

information stored it is possible to exhaust the resources [33]. During SFA large amount
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of SYN request is generated and therefore the hash table immediately gets filled and the

oldest entries gets deleted. Thus the genuine users request to access the server is denied.

SYNDEFENDER

In this method the server is secured from attacker by first verifying the client for its

genuineness, only then the request is transferred. In this method when a normal client

sends TCP SYN request to initiate the connection process, the intermediate device like

firewall intercepts the request and a TCP reply SYN-ACK segment is sent to the respective

client. In reply to SYN-ACK segment the client transfers the corresponding ACK segment

and then the firewall in turn sets up the connection with the server. If the request is spoofed

than the firewall does not receive any ACK segment and thus the server is not affected by

SFA.

In this method the initial SYN requests are not transferred to the server directly,

instead the client is verified first for the genuineness and then only the clients can set up a

connection with the server. Thus, the server is secured from SFAs [38]. The disadvantage

of this technique is that for every client request the firewall has to first authenticate every

request irrespective of whether the SFA attack is generated or not.

ACTIVE MONITOR OR SYNKILL

Active monitor was designed by Schuba et al known as SYNkill. In this method,

the main concept used is clients are classified into the different states as null, good, bad,

and new. By monitoring the traffic of the network it classifies the client’s as bad, good etc

depending upon the IP address and administratively supplied input. If the IP addresses of

incoming packets are bad then the RST packet is generated through which the effect of
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SFA is reduced [23], while good clients are forwarded to the server to follow the normal

procedure of establishing the connection.

The disadvantage of this method is the absence of a strong mechanism to classify

the IP addresses as bad or good. For all incoming IP addresses that are classified as bad,

RST is generated subsequently the TCP connection is released.

AUTONOMOUS DEFENSE SYSTEM

Bin xiao has proposed the method for defending of server from SFA. This method

initially performs the task related to detecting the attack and then mitigation of the attack is

performed. It makes use of active probing technique to detect the attack.To detect the

attack it basically identifies the connections of type half-open as abnormal and normal

using the DARB ((DelAy pRoBing) method [39]. Once the attack is detected then to

mitigate the attack it makes use of rate limiting using the TTL information. TTL

information is used to discriminate the attack request from the genuine request and using

the Rate limiting the attack can be reduced. Thus it helps to drastically mitigate the

intensity of damage that can be caused due to attack. The challenge here is to obtain the

TTL information from the network as the network is overcrowded.

DETECTING ATTACKS USING STASTICAL METHOD

The proposed SFA detection monitors the statistical changes of SYN segment and

FIN segment. It uses cumulative-sum method. The relative amount of SYN segments to the

FIN segments and RST segments are used in this method to detect the SFA. This method’s

primary drawback is that an attacker possibly can generate mixture of SYN and FIN

packets to influence the security system [40].
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STATISTICAL APPROACH TO DETECT DOS ATTACK

(THROTTLING SYN FLOODING ATTACK)

DDoS TCP flows of attack are not same as normal flow of TCP. Hence in this

method the statistical approach is actually used to distinguish amongst the normal TCP

flow pattern and the attack pattern. Basically comparing the features of both the patterns,

an attack pattern could be systematically detected and is demonstrated using the

simulations [41].

SYNCOOKIES

SYNCookie is a server side method to secure the server against the SFA [42, 43,

35]. When a client request (SYN) is received by the SYNCookie server, the SYNCookie

extracts the related information of the client required for the setting up of a TCP normal

connection. These extracted information after encoding are inserted as the sequence

number in the segment SYN-ACK created by the server and is transferred to the respective

client. Thus, the need to store any information related to the client request in the server is

absent.  When a client sends the ACK, the ACK number is extracted from ACK segment

and is decoded. This is used to make certain that this ACK received had earlier received

the corresponding initial client request. On verification the server will set the connection

with the client. Figure 2.1 indicates the process used in SYNCookie. The advantage of this

method is that this server need not reserve any memory or buffer to store initial connection

request information; hence the server resources do not get exhausted. The disadvantage of

this SYNCookie method is that the retransmission of unacknowledged data need to be

done in TCP but will not be possible here. Also many CPU cycles are required to generate

cookie and check the cookie.
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Figure 2.1 SYNCookie illustration

2.3.2 Source side SFA defense mechanisms

INGRESS FILTERING

This method allows only the packets with the client IP addresses that are within the

specified range of addresses to be passed onto the network, whereas other packets are

filtered. This method reduces the opportunity of generating spoofed attack. These systems

are deployed near the source of an attack [34]. The disadvantage of this method is it is

possible to generate the spoofed attacks within the permitted range of addresses. The most

vital drawback of Ingress filtering technique is huge problem with widespread deployment.

THREE COUNTER MECHANISM

Changhua et al. has proposed the use of three Counter to defend the SFA on a

network. It is router based mitigation method which that includes the detection phase

followed by mitigation phase. During the detection phase, storing of source information

like destination IP, source IP, destination port and source port addresses of SYN request in

a CBF (counting bloom filter) is performed. The RST or FIN packet information is counted
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only if the corresponding SYN information is already present. During SFA count of SYN

will be much greater than the count of RST or FIN, hence, this factor is used as the criteria

to detect the attack. The aforementioned method is used to avoid an attack. When new

client requests are received, the router immediately drops them and such requests are not

forward. Later when the client initiated requests are retransmitted, such requests are

forwarded [44]. However, in this method during an attack first requests are blocked and no

retransmission occurs and thus the effect of attack gets mitigated. The primary drawback of

this method is that every SYN request has to be retransmitted to establish the connection

with the server.

ATTACK DEFENSE USING BLOOM FILTER

Chen et al. has proposed this method for protection from SFA. Bloom filter and

CUSUM(cumulative-sum) method are used in this method. This method blocks the IP

spoofing attacks like random, fixed, and subnet spoofing.. Bloom filer provides feature of

space efficient storage so that the addresses can be stored efficiently. The change point

CUSUM technique is used to recognize the attack using the destination table. Then it

employs the filter methods using the source table to guard against the SFA [45]. It is a

protection system to be implemented at source side and the drawback of source side

protection system is that it is not effective with regard to the deployment of this method at

all client’s side.

D-WARD

The D-WARD method is the source end defence mechanism. The attack

information available near the source side is moderate so that it becomes much trouble-free
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to detect the attack with less processing cost. It is deployed on the exit router. This system

continuously monitors the outgoing and incoming traffic. It stores the statistics based on

each destination and source address. It performs regularly the profiling of these packets

and any anomaly in the traffic is identified as an attack and an alert message is generated.

As soon as the attack gets detected it uses rate limiting method by which only the

legitimate traffic is forwarded immediately and the traffic related to attack is blocked [46].

The main weakness of this method which is a defence system implemented at the

source side is not a full proof system. Since, it is a source side defence system if some

networks or clients that are not able to implement such systems can easily generate the

attack.

2.3.3 Other related works

DOS ADAPTIVE RESPONSE SYSTEM (DARE)

Vrizlynn has implemented a security system to lessen the DDoS attack [47]. DARE

system has different blocks like detector of enhanced SFA and Bloom filters are made use

of to detect the attack. It also uses trace back method to identify the attacks. Also it uses

the flow and flooding attack detector. All these blocks coordinate and help to detect the

attacks and also mitigate the attacks immediately. Rate limiting and filtering is used to

block the attack packets. The enhanced SFA detection system uses for improving memory

efficiency, bloom filters are used so as to drop the attack packets and allow the legitimate

packets.

IP TRACEBACK

This method of trace back is deployed on the internet so that the attacker with the

attack packets can be successfully traced. Generally, tracing begins from the place where
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the attack is detected and is traced through the upstream router and continues till it reaches

to the attacker. According to Nisha 50% of attacks are active for not even 10 minutes.

Hence it is difficult to use such methods as attacker cannot be traced after this time. Also

during a reflector attack it traces only the reflector, as spoofed packets are used for the

attack tracing the actual attack origin is difficult. Another disadvantage of such methods is

that every router needs to perform an extra task related to the trace back, apart from tasks

related to routing, thus generating huge overhead along the network trace path by which

the routing efficiency reduces. Also, to deploy this method modifications in the

infrastructure are needed [48] [49].

TRAP METHOD

This TRAP method uses a novel mechanism that reduces drastically the effect of

SFA. Figure 2.2 shows the main modules represented as server module, client module and

TRAP server [42]. Initially the client request is transferred to the TRAP server to create the

connection. The client establishes the connection with the TRAP server by following the 3

way normal handshake process provided the request is genuine.  Then the TRAP server

sends the two messages. One message is to the client indicating the release of the

connection and the secret information about the actual server,. Another message is to the

actual server module indicating the details about the client that will be requesting for the

connection. Now the client module gets connected to the actual server module.
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Figure 2.2 TRAP model for mitigating the SFA [41]

INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM (IDS)

The local users who are trying to misuse their freedom and hackers trying to get

access to the network resources that are restricted are considered as intruder. An important

defense system against the attack and intruder is IDS. IDS can detect the various attacks

mainly SFA, tear drop, land attacks etc. [50]. IDS detects the intrusion by monitoring and

analysing the network flow continuously.  IDS is classified into two types intrusion

detection type and intrusion prevention type of systems (IPS). The Intrusion detection type

systems detects the attack by monitoring continuously and analysing the network flow.

This detected attack information is only conveyed to the administrator for further action

[51].
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SYNMON

In this method the network processor is used as a processing unit to detect the SFA. It

detects the attack using the CUSUM method. An embedded system is designed using

network processor to detect the attack [52].

2.4 FPGA techniques for security

The use of FPGAs for various network security applications reported in the

literature have been narrated here.

HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING FOR NETWORK APPLICATIONS

Signature Detection Techniques (SDT) are normally performed during the

forwarding of the packets, which involves checking the packet header and identifying the

signature. CAM and Bloom filters are used to perform the important tasks required to be

performed for SDT.

..

Figure 2.3 Bloom Filter based MSLT architecture.
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Pre processing task is time consuming and hence to perform such tasks the CAM

and multistage look up based architecture using the Bloom Filter. Figure 2.3 represent the

MSLT architecture using the memory efficient structure bloom filter [53].

PARALLEL FIREWALL

The proposed unit is known as state full firewall [54] as shown in Figure 2.4. it

contains mainly hash based load manager, firewall nodes, fault sensor and state repository.

Figure 2.4 State full firewall

Load manager function is to every incoming packet is read and sent to various

firewalls acting as a load balancer. These Firewall forwarders process the packets and

forwarded to load manager using the hashing technique. The Fault sensor receives and

forwards packets to and from the outside network. CSR maintains the information about

the states of various connections centrally. The important task here is to grant

synchronization amongst the various mentioned blocks of the firewall. The load manager is

designed and implemented using FPGA and is known as “VLAN changer” that involves of

two Ethernet interface.
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SECURED WEB SERVER

Portable device that functions as web server can be used to host different pages.

This server is designed as a NoC using FPGA. The web server implemented is a secure

type where in the pages are stored after encrypting using the ECC method.  The NoC web

server design includes the NIOS Processor, TSE, SGDMA etc using TCP/IP stack

implemented successfully on DE2 board [55].

WEB SERVER

Embedded server is designed and successfully implemented using the core

processor NIOS II. The advantage of this is any personal computer can be easily made to

work as a web server just by installing this NIOS based server software. This can be used

in industries, offices etc for automating the tasks of monitoring and also controlling any

embedded peripherals using the browser from their system [56].

2.5 Summary

The literature study involves through understanding of the techniques used to

secure the server against SFA. To understand the present situation related to providing

security of server against the SFA and various methods used for mitigating the attack are

studied. Victim side, source side, and FPGA based security techniques against the SFA

are reviewed. Victim side defense mechanisms such as SYNCache, SYNDefender,

SYNKill, Autonomous Defense System, SYNCookies, etc all need to be implemented at

the server side only. These methods have advantage over source side mechanisms and
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intermediate defence mechanisms. As most of the source side defence mechanisms need

to be implemented at all the client side in order to protect the server from SFA. The use of

FPGAs in designing the various secured systems are studied.

This helps to think of better solutions and based on this study we have decided to

continue our research work as proposed.
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CHAPTER

3 VICTIM SIDE SYN FLOOD ATTACK PROTECTION
SYSTEM
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3.1 Introduction

Internet basically works using the TCP/IP reference model. TCP provides

connection type of service and is reliable and IP protocol facilitates to locate the path to the

respective destination. Network layer uses IP protocol and it provides connectionless

service, wherein every individual packet is routed practically independent to reach to the

respective destination machine using routing algorithms. Servers that exist on the network

are potentially prone to many types of attack including DDoS attack [3, 4]. DDoS attack

includes many types of attacks such as SFA, UDP flood attack, etc thus SFA is one of the

category of DDoS type. The resources of the server gets exhausted due to SFA, genuine

users are incapable to get the service and hence the service is denied. It is an

extraordinarily complex task to recognise if a packet is of an attack packet or a legitimate

packet. The goal of this research is to guard the server from SFA and permit the genuine

users continuous access to the server without denying the services.

This chapter presents the details of the SFA and based on this the detection

mechanism is proposed. The proposed design of software is based on Victim Side SFA

(VSSF-I) Protection System and implementation details are discussed here. Detailed

results of VSSF-I Protection System’s experimental work are exclusively presented here.

3.1.1 Details of SFA

Normal TCP communication between any client process and server process

essentially is performed by establishing the proper connection. The client process begins

the connection request phase by sending the SYN segment to a specific server port wherein

the server should be initially in LISTEN state. The server process then establishes the
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connection of type half-open and immediately the server state is changed to SYN_RCVD

state. Every OS has limitation on the total amount of half-open connections that can be

established on the server.

The server answers with a segment SYN-ACK to the respective client soon after

the SYN segment is received by the client process. The server remains in SYN_RECVD

state till the associated ACK segment is received or till the time limit gets exhausted. This

time limit is typically 75 seconds [22].

Once the ACK segment is obtained the half-open connection state SYN_RCVD is

changed to ESTABLISHED state and the connection is set up between server and

corresponding client [19].

Generally, the server establishes the connection of type half-open on successfully

receiving the segment SYN from any client. During this process of setting up of the half-

open connection the server initializes the TCB (Transmission Control Block) with the

received information from the client process. The precise size of memory utilized and

reserved essentially for the structure of TCB depends on the kind of operating system. The

TCB structure memory size in Linux is 1300 bytes [33]. Operating systems limits the use

of specific size of memory for maintaining certain specific amount of TCB information

known as the backlog.  Once this backlog maximum value is attained then further

incoming requests will not be processed by such servers. An operating systems deletes

half-open connection information after specific time period known as time-out period.

Figure 3.1 shows that during SFA the ACK segments are not received and also a

enormous amount of SYN segments are generated that occupy the server backlog memory.

Once the backlog is full, the remaining genuine requests entry is prohibited or denied.
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Figure 3.1 Details of SFA

3.1.2 Attack specifications

The following two parameters determine the maximum amount of SYN segments

to be generated so that genuine user’s entry is blocked

1. Backlog size

2. The time out period - amount of time the connection remains in SYN_RECVD state

before dropping it.

If an attacker can send the amount of SYN segments almost equal to the backlog

size and continuously retransmit the segments before the time out period, then the

permission to enter into the server for other genuine users is denied.

Generally backlog size is set to 1024. A lot of machines on the internet are

configured with the backlog size of 128. The retransmission of SYN-ACK segment is 5

times with the time between the successive retransmissions being doubled and an initial

time out of 3 seconds. Thus the total time from the initial SYN-ACK segment is sent and

the time the TCB can be reclaimed is 189 seconds [57].
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If the backlog size is 128 and the size of the SYN packet is 40 bytes (TCP-20 byte

and IP-20byte), then only 5.12kbytes have to be sent by the attacker at IP layer. This

transmission has to be replicated after every 189 seconds. Thus if the attacker can send

27Bps of average data transfer then the genuine users access to the server is denied. Thus it

is very easy to generate the attack against the server.

3.1.3 Protecting the server

Most Common techniques used for protecting the end hosts from SFA are

considered and mentioned here [33].

Most common method used is called Ingress filtering. This method allows only the

packets with the client IP addresses that are within the specified range of addresses to be

passed onto the network, whereas other packets are filtered. This method reduces the

opportunity of generating spoofed attack. These systems are deployed near the source of an

attack [34]. The disadvantage of this method is ability to generate the spoofed attacks

within the permitted range of addresses. The most vital drawback of Ingress filtering

technique is huge problem with widespread deployment.

SYN cache method used by Lemon suggests that initially minimum state is

allocated from initial connection request and once the required connection is established

the remaining resources will be allocated. It makes use of hash table to maintain the

information. For every incoming request to establish the connection the hash value of the

incoming request is calculated and hash table is updated with this information. The hash

size controls the magnitude of such table used for maintaining the hash of the required

information. In case the cache becomes full then the oldest entry from the hash table is
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deleted.  The disadvantage of this method is that the option field’s information like

window size need to be transferred to the server again as it does not maintain such

information till the connection is set up completely [35]. Even with the reduced state of

information stored it is possible to exhaust the resources [33].  During SFA large amount

of SYN request is generated and therefore the hash table immediately gets filled and the

oldest entries gets deleted. Thus the genuine users request to access the server is denied.

SYNCookie method makes an attempt of not storing any state information of the

initial connection request.  Instead it compresses all the related data and this compressed

data is includes that as the sequence number in the SYN-ACK segment and sent to the

respective client.  The ACK segment received in reply to the SYN-ACK will have all the

required information for setting the connection. Hybrid approaches are also used in which

SYNCookie and SYNCache methods are used together. Firewall based methods are used

to defend the SFA.

3.1.4 Selection of Protection method

The different defence methods against SFA existing in the literature can be

characterized as 1) Detection methods 2) Defence methods.

Defence methods can be further divided into  Prevention methods and Protection

methods. Also these methods can be classified in accordance with the deployment location

as victim side, source side and at the intermediate side.

The simple method is the detection that can only sense the SFA and sends only the

alert to the administrator. Prevention methods detect the SFA and block the SFA
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immediately. Ideally the prevention methods are good but it is very tough to identify the

SFA and block it from reaching the servers. Protection methods also detect the attack and

an error is generated and then the protection system responds to block the attack. Thus in

this research work the SFA protection method is proposed.

Deployment of protection system at the intermediate side are more complex

requires extra processing to be performed by the routers, also there is need to have

collaborative systems. The advantage of deployment of protection system against the SFA

at source side is that the attack traffic is not allowed to enter the network by blocking the

possible attack packets at the source side itself. Deploying such systems are difficult as it

has to be deployed at all the client side. Thus the victim side protection systems are ideal.

Thus in this research the victim side protection system is proposed.

3.2 VSSF-I Protection System

3.2.1 Introduction
The proposed VSSF-I Protection System protects the server from a SFA. Figure 3.2

represents the suitable network environment for protecting the server from SFA using

VSSF-I. The attack requests are to be blocked by the VSSF-I Protection System and only

the genuine requests are to be allowed to reach the server. The proposed VSSF-I Protection

System is a victim side Protection System that detects the attack and then mitigates the

effect of attack due to which genuine users access to the services is not denied.
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Figure 3.2 Server protection using VSSF-I System

The proposed enhanced algorithm is based on SYNdefender and synkill [23, 38]. In

this method the VSSF-I protection system maintains the information about genuine clients

by monitoring continuously the network traffic and updating the information of the

genuine client’s based on the every incoming client request using the proposed algorithm

[58].

3.2.2 The VSSF-I Protection System block diagram and functions

The VSSF-I Protection System consists the following blocks as depicted in Figure

3.3. i) Packet identifier  ii) Good registry  iii)Packet verifier    iv) Half open connection

detector.

Packet identifier:

The first block in the VSSF-I Protection System checks each of the incoming packets.

Only the ACK and SYN packets are allowed to enter the Packet verifier block. All other

packets are directly forwarded to the server.
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Good Registry:

The Good Registry is the repository of the genuine client’s addresses. Generally the

static genuine client’s addresses are maintained according to the previous history of

establishing the connection with the server. But maintaining the genuine client’s addresses

based on previous history of establishing the connection is inadequate, as during SFA the

attacker sends the spoofed attack. Hence the repository of genuine client’s addresses in

Good Registry is continuously updated using the method shown in Figure 3.6.

Packet Verifier:

The Packet Verifier’s main function is to check, if every incoming packet is from a

genuine client or an attack packet and accordingly update the Good Registry. Based on the

Good Registry information the genuine client request is sent over to the server and the

attack packets are blocked. So that the server is protected from the attack and the services

of server are always available to the genuine clients.

Figure 3.3 Block diagram of VSSF-I Protection System

The Packet verifier performs a very important task of updating the Good Registry is

performed based according to the method shown in Figure 3.6.
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The Packet verifier is made of the following blocks:

a) Genuine Client Request Forwarder (GCRF)

b) SYNdefender

c) Dynamic Updater

d) RST Generator.

a) Genuine Client Request Forwarder (GCRF):

The function of GCRF shown in Figure 3.4 forwards only those requests whose IP

address are found in the Good Registry. The server on receiving such requests it sends

back SYN-ACK reply. If the matching ACK is received then the connection is established.

Figure 3.4 Function of GCRF

b) SYNdefender:

If the incoming client’s source IP address is not traced in the Good Registry then

SYNdefender is activated. The SYNdefender sends the reply SYN-ACK as if the server
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has replied. If the matching ACK is received, then the SYNdefender establishes the

connection with the server on behalf of the client shown in Figure 3.5 [44].

Figure 3.5 Block diagram of SYNdefender

c) Dynamic Updater:

Its function is to keep on updating the Good Registry with the genuine client IP

addresses and is performed based on the following rules.

 The source IP address of SYN request packet is compared with the Good Registry,

if it is not present in the Good Registry, such requests are not sent to the server.

Such requests are initially considered as either attack requests or new client

requests and such requests are handled by SYNdefender as explained above.

o If the SYNdefender gets respective ACK from the client then the client IP

address is added to the Good Registry.

o If the respective ACK is not received then the SYN requests are considered

as an attack and are dropped.
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 The source IP address of SYN request packet is compared with the Good Registry,

if it is found in Good Registry, then such requests are considered as genuine clients

and are forwarded to the server in a normal way. However during SFA, spoofed

requests are generated and such requests are handled as below.

o The spoofed packets are forwarded after finding a match in the Good

Registry by GCRF. These spoofed attack requests set up the connections of

half-open type on the server and continuously wait for the respective ACK

till the time out period of connection. During SFA large numbers of half-

open connections are established and wait for the corresponding ACK till

time set or threshold value used by this method and that depends on the

server capacity. Thus the time period used here is 75% of the highest

number of half-open connections that can be set up on the server. Thus if

the number of half-open connections set up on the server is greater than the

threshold value, then RST signals are generated. These RST packets release

all such half-open connections on the server. Also the status information to

the SYNdefender so that it keeps track of these released half open type

connections. Also the corresponding source IP addresses are deleted from

the Good Registry treating all these as attack requests. If at all any

corresponding ACK is received then SYNdefender sets up the connections

with the server and appends the corresponding source IP address in Good

Registry.

d) RST Generator: Generates the RST to releases the connections of type half-open setup

on the server. The RST flag of the packet should be set and the RST packet is generated

depending on the packet information of SYN and SYN-ACK segments.
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Half open connection detector:

This block keeps track of the amount of half-open connections set up on the server

at the given time by tracing SYN segments and ACK segments.

3.2.3 The VSSF-I Protection System working

The VSSF-I Protection System protects the server from SFA and allows only

genuine clients to access the service of the server. Figure 3.6 shows the working of VSSF-I

Protection System and is explained below.

During SFA huge amount of attack packets are generated. These spoofed attack

packets of which the source IP address are same as the Good Registry initially are all

forwarded to the server and sets up the half-open connections. Due to this the server gets

attacked. This is handled by VSSF-I Protection System as explained below.

If the number of half open connections set up on server at any point is greater than

75% of maximum number of half-open connections threshold value, then the RST

generator is activated. Also after deleting the half open connections from the server, the

VSSF-I transfers the information about half open connections to the SYNdefender so that

if any genuine clients have set up the half open connection on the server then they are not

just deleted. Instead the SYNdefender keeps track of incoming genuine ACKs. The RST

generator sends the RST packets to the server that releases half-open connections of the

server and deletes the respective client information from the Good Registry.

The source IP of every inward bound client request is compared with the Good

Registry then the two following situations arise.
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1. If the source IP address of incoming SYN request is found in the Good Registry then

those requests are forwarded to the server. VSSF-I Protection System maintains the

packet information in a SYN-wait-table. The forwarded SYN packets sets up half open

connections on the server.  The server sends back SYN-ACK and waits for the

corresponding ACK.

 If the corresponding ACK is received then the connection is set up on the server.

 If the corresponding ACK is not received, it indicates that the SYN request

received is a spoofed packet. Thus the corresponding IP address is removed from

the Good Registry.

2. If the source IP address of incoming SYN request is not found in Good Registry then it

indicates that the request may be from a new client or it may be attacked. In such cases

these requests are not forwarded to the server. Instead the SYNdefender is activated

that sends the reply SYN-ACK and waits for the corresponding ACK.

If the related ACK is received then the connection is established and Good Registry

is updated. If the corresponding ACK is not received then it indicates that the received

SYN request is an attack request and such requests are dropped.
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Figure 3.6 VSSF-I Protection method

Thus the Good Registry is continuously updated by identifying if the received

requests are genuine or not. Only the requests that are identified as genuine are forwarded

to the server and other requests are dropped. Thus the server is protected from spoofed

SFA.
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3.2.4 LAN environment set up to test the VSSF-I Protection System

In order to test the functioning of the VSSF-I protection System it is important to

choose carefully the required environment and choose the appropriate tools required to

perform the live implementation. Live implementation needs extra care as compared to

simulations. For this study the LAN environment is set up using three Linux machines as is

shown in Figure 3.7. First computer is configured as web server, second computer is used

as a client as well as attacker that can generate genuine requests as well as attacks. The

third computer with two NICs is configured as router and implemented VSSF-I protection

method using C programming language, so that this system works as VSSF-I Protection

System that protects the server against the SFA. Libipq is used to implement the VSSF-I

Protection System [59]. Libipq has a library for development for iptables user space packet

queuing with the API’s for communicating with the ip_queue.

Figure 3.7 LAN environment set up to test VSSF-I Protection System

Syncookies needs to be turned off using the following command as by default they

are turned on

#sysctl –w net.ipV4.tcp_syncookies=0

To test the status of syncookies following command is used:

#sysctl –a|grep syncookies
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On the third machine iptables rule is set to send tcp packets to IPQ as below:

Iptables –A FORWARD –p tcp –j QUEUE

In this experiment the genuine requests were generated from the client using the

tool httperf [60].. It generates the different requests to the server and also keeps track of

different parameters of the response from the server. To generate SFA hping3 tool is used.

Hping is a tool used to generate packets and analyse the packets. It supports ICMP, UDP,

TCP, RAW-IP protocols [61] . It is also used for testing firewall, scanning the ports, etc.

Following experiments were performed in the LAN environment set up and are

explained in three different cases.

Case 1 - The server is not protected using VSSF-1 Protection System: The same set up is

used as shown in figure 3.7. But in this case, the third computer (PC with two NIC) acts

just as a router and no protection method is implemented.  Generated the large number of

genuine requests from client to the server using the httperf tool and noted the response

from the server. The results are discussed in section 3.2.5.

Case 2 - The server is not protected using VSSF-I Protection System: The same set up as

shown in Figure 3.7 is used. Again here also the third computer (PC with two NIC) acts

just as a router without any protection method implemented. Generated the large number of

genuine requests from client to the server in the presence of attack and similarly noted the

response from the server.

Case 3 - The server is protected from SFA using VSSF-1 Protection System: The LAN set

up used is as shown in figure 3.7. Here the third Computer (PC with two NIC) is acting as

a VSSF-1 Protection System which protects the server from attack. Generated the large
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number of genuine requests from client to the server in the presence of attack and similarly

noted the response from the server.

3.2.5 Results and Discussions

Case 1 - The server is not protected using VSSF-1 Protection System:

After performing the experiments as described in case 1 of section 3.2.4 the

response from the server regarding number of connections set up on the server is shown in

Figure 3.8.  The response generated when the genuine requests without any attack were

generated.

Figure 3.8 Response of the unprotected server to genuine client requests without attack.

Figure 3.8 represents the number of connections set up on the unprotected server

for a large number of different genuine client requests. In this case the attack is not

generated, only the genuine client requests are sent.  As there is no attack generated all the

genuine clients will get service from the server. The number of connections set up on the

server indicates that all the requests have got the reply from the server.
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Case 2 - The server is not protected using VSSF-I Protection System:

After performing the experiments as described in case 2 of section 3.2.4 where in

the third computer acts as just a router without any protection method implemented. The

noted response from the server regarding number of connections set up on the server is

shown in Figure 3.9.  This response is generated when the large number of genuine client

requests and attacks were generated.

Figure 3.9 Response of the unprotected server to genuine client requests with attack

Figure 3.9 represents the number of connections set up on the unprotected server

for the large number of different genuine client requests in the presence of attack. When an

attack is sent to the server, the server sets up the connections of type half-open on the

server and waits for the respective ACK. Initially the server responds to the genuine client

requests but later the backlog becomes full due to attack requests further genuine clients
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requests will not be served by the server. The number of connections set up on the server

indicates that very few genuine requests are served by the server during the attack.

Case 3 - The server is protected from SFA using VSSF-1 Protection System:

After performing experiments as described in section 3.2.4 case 3 with VSSF-I

Protection System. Then the noted response from server regarding number of connections

set up on the server is shown in Figure 3.10. This response is generated when the large

number of genuine client requests and the attacks were generated.

Figure 3.10 Response of the VSSF-I protected server to genuine client requests with

attacks

Figure 3.10 represents the number of connections set up on the VSSF-I protected

server for the large number of different genuine client requests in the presence of attack.

When an attack is sent to server, the server creates the half open connections on the server

and keeps waiting for the ACK packet. Since the server is protected with the VSSF-I

protection system, these attack packets are not forwarded to the server if the attack’s
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source IP address does not exist in the good registry. Those attack packets whose spoofed

source IP addresses exist in the good registry are forwarded. But once the number of half

open connections on the server become greater than the threshold value then these half

open connections are released and also such requests are shifted to SYNdefender wherein

if the released half open connections are genuine requests then service is provided to them.

Thus all the genuine clients requests are served by the server in spite of attack which is

taken care by the VSSF-I protection System.

In this particular case only up to 120 genuine client requests could be tested as

there was a limitation due to available libipq buffer space. However in the scaled up model

the request reaches figures up to 20,000. We hope that the characteristics shown in Figure

3.10 will be maintained.

3.3 Summary

This chapter highlights the basics of TCP/ IP and the TCP servers are prone to SFA

and SFA is a type of attack wherein three way hand shake signals are exploited. The

proposed VSSF-1 protection system is explained in details and implemented using a PC.

The proposed VSSF attack protection system is an autonomous unit where in it does not

interact with the other modules to defend the attack. The proposed VSSF protection

method maintains the Repository of good IP addresses. This Repository is not static type

based on the history of connections set up on the server but instead the Repository is

continuously updated depending on the present status of every incoming packet. Thus the

good client IP Repository is dynamic and continuously updated. SFA packets generated by

attacker include the spoofed IP addresses. Thus updating dynamically will not allow

spoofed addresses to be part of the Repository. In this method only the client request who’s
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IP addresses exists in the Repository are forwarded to server. The proposed protection

system needs to be deployed near the victim/ server.

The VSSF-I protection system is implemented using software on a PC.

Experiments were performed to test the performance of VSSF-I protection system in the

presence of genuine client requests and SFA. The results of the experiments indicates that

the VSSF-I Protection System protects the server from the SFA and all the genuine client

requests get service from the server during the SFA as indicated in Figure 3.10.
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CHAPTER

4 FPGA BASED SOC VSSF-II PROTECTION SYSTEM
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This chapter elaborates the details on the design of an embedded protection system

to protect the server from SFA using the hardware FPGA. The embedded protection

system designed is a SoC FPGA based VSSF-II Protection system (FVSSF-II Protection

System) that acts a Secured Ethernet Interface System. The VSSF-II Protection System

design and implementation details are elaborated. A suitable environment was set up by

generating live real time attacks and genuine requests to the server to test the performance

of the SoC FVSSF-II Protection System. Extra caution is needed to set up a suitable real

time environment as compared to simulations. In order to compare the performance of

FPGA based embedded system with the PC based Protection System, experiments were

performed using the PC with VSSF-II protection method. This chapter furthermore

provides the details of design of tool that generates the SFA. The results of the

experimental work are discussed.

4.1 Basics of Design and development of SoC FVSSF-II
Protection System

4.1.1 Introduction

Internet evolution in future includes the use of tremendous smart devices in home

automation, vehicular communication and Internet of things [62].  These smart devices

used in providing many services are prone to attack. Hence there is a necessity to provide

security to these devices. Arduino, Raspberry PI, Beagle Bone black are some of the

embedded systems used in designing IOT devices [63].  Embedded Systems have computer

hardware and the required embedded software that performs the specific tasks. Generally

embedded systems use microcontrollers to perform the specific task. Few embedded
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automation systems designs are web based motor control, monitoring electrical

consumption and home automation systems designed using microcontroller [64], Arduino

board, sensors, Raspberry Pi, Ethernet interface [65] [66].

As the complexity of embedded systems increases it becomes very difficult to

design each hardware system separately because of the cost and also the efforts. FPGA’s

can be used to design the embedded systems as a SoC or NoC as FPGAs offers low cost,

small size, and very low power solutions [67]. Lately FPGAs too are considered for

designing different applications like signal processing, image processing, wired

telecommunications, wireless telecommunication, industrial etc [68] . Many network

applications and security feature implementation is done using the FPGAs. FPGAs are

used in implementation of web server, security of web server, design of firewall to filter

the packets based on MAC address, IP address, port number and use of customized

hardware (CAM) [56, 55].  Hence, soft cores are used to easily design the desired

embedded systems with the use of reconfigurable devices. The use of FPGA in embedded

system hardware devices provides the ease of designing the hardware circuit as many soft

core IP’s are available and they are reconfigurable. Recent years there is lot of research is

going on in application of FPGA in different fields.

4.1.2 FPGA

FPGAs are basically reprogrammable blocks of silicon chips which consists of

logic blocks array with routing resources. Figure 4.1 indicates the FPGAs logic blocks

which are configurable and arranged in matrix form and are connected by routing

resources. At the periphery, I/O blocks are interconnected with the routing resources.  To

design the digital circuits FPGAs are used that provide flexibility due to an array of logic
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elements and other specialized blocks like embedded memories and multipliers which are

connected using the routing resources [69]. Without soldering and using breadboard,

FPGA based hardware block can be implemented by programming the FPGA [70].

Figure 4.1 Architecture of FPGA overview (Farooq, Marrakchi, and Mehrez, 2012)

A CLB includes a cluster of basic logic elements (BLE) with each BLE

containing the flip-flop and look up table (LUT).  LUT-4 consists of 16 bit input of

any Boolean function as is shown in Figure 4.2. The output is connected to FF.

Multiplexer is used to select as one of the BLE o/p. A group of BLEs are connected

through a routing network to form the CLB.  FPGAs will be made to work like any

other digital circuit by programming [71].
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Figure 4.2 Basic logic element (Farooq, Marrakchi, and Mehrez, 2012)

FPGAs also contain an embedded memory block that provide low capacity storage

with high throughput access and are known as internal RAM.

Programming an FPGA can be done using high level (Hardware Description

Language) HDL and low level languages [70]. The programming FPGA feature allows the

designing of different hardware units like processing unit, accelerator unit etc. These

systems can be built together on the same FPGA and are referred as System on

Programmable Chip (SoPC). These are reconfigured to compute certain tasks using the

software and transfer it as a bitstream or configuring file that consists of the information

related to the way components on the FPGA needs to be connected together (wired). The

FPGA’s allow reconfiguration by programming and hence the new circuitry of the new

design can be reconfigured on the FPGA. Due to this feature of FPGA they are abundantly
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used in ASIC design. FPGA’s are very popularly used in ASIC and processor based

systems. It provides the required speed as hardware-timed and it also provides the

reliability without more expenditure as compared to ASIC design. FPGA can be made to

execute different task independent of others, hence the parallel execution is supported. The

other advantage of FPGA is it requires the minimum market time. Initially FPGA’s were

used only by the experts who had expertise in designing the digital circuits. But due to the

availability of designing the hardware circuit designing tools, the FPGA’s are used by

many people. It is now easier to translate the whole block diagram or the C Program into

the direct hardware circuit. Thus the FPGA’s are used in many complex systems. As many

soft core IP’s have evolved the design of hardware system can be done as a System on

Chip.

In order to implement the security features over the FPGA there is a need to choose

the FPGA device. Based on the required resources, features and cost an FPGA device can

be selected.

4.1.3 Selection of FPGA and its advantages

Main advantages for selecting the FPGAs to design the security system against the SYN

Flood Attack are described as below:

Time-to-market:  Due to customization of components provided by the FPGA, it needs

very less time to be manufactured. Here designers can implement their ideas quickly and

can be converted into a final product within a very short period. Also the tools that are

available and the use of IP cores makes the designing process really fast.
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Cost: The cost involved in designing and manufacturing the recursive FPGA based

hardware units is much less as compared to ASIC since the FPGAs are reprogrammable

Integrated Chips.

FPGA design and development: As the number of gates available in FPGAs is increasing,

correspondingly more complex circuitry can be designed and implemented. Also the

method used to design is also changing due to availability of different tools. Hence instead

of designing at gate level tools are available to design using IP cores, HDL etc.

Altera and Xilinx are the major suppliers of FPGAs. For this experiment the major

requirement is faster processing and a large number of Ethernet interfaces. Hence the DE4

Educational and development board from Altera is selected. We have selected the DE4

development board because of its high performance, serial connectivity, advanced memory

interfacing and low power consumption [72]. DE4 board is using the Stratix IV GX with 4

Ethernet interface.

4.1.4 Soft processor cores

The processors designed using HDL and implemented using FPGAs are known as

soft processor cores. The advantage of using these soft core processors are that they can be

reconfigured easily and the cost involved in integration is very less. The various soft-core

processors offered are as below and Table 4.1 indicates the various Soft core processors

and their comparison.

 Altera NIOS Soft Processor [73]

 Xilinx Microblaze Soft Processor

 opeRISC Soft Processor

 Leon 4 Soft Processor
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Table 4.1 The comparison between the different Soft core processors [74, 75] .

4.1.5 Design flow of SOPC

Embedded systems more frequently consist of hardware circuitry, input output

peripherals to carry out a particular  tasks, processor, memory etc. All these required

components are added collectively to form a single integrated chip to perform specific task

called the System on Chip (SoC). If we transfer all the required components onto the

FPGA then we call it as SOPC (System on Programming Chip) [75].

Following are the stages concerned in designing the SOPC System using the NIOS

processor

 Partition of hardware/software: Implementation of the SOPC for a particular

application can be done using purely software, hardware or can be both. The system

designer needs to divide the tasks that need to be implemented using software,

hardware or both depending upon the performance requirement and resource

availability.
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 Development of hardware: Hardware design can include the NIOS processor, input

output peripherals (standard available from the Altera ), hardware accelerators

(throughput of these systems is high) , user I/O peripherals, etc

 Development of Software: Software included in the system can be software

provided by Altera, drivers for input and output and also different application

programs

 Physical Implementation: Basically downloading the design onto the FPGA and

testing the software.

The below Figure 4.3 indicates the design flow of the SOPC [75]

Figure 4.3 Design flow of the SOPC [75]
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4.2  Design and Development of FVSSF-II Protection System

4.2.1 Introduction

Designing of complex embedded systems using FPGA is to use various IP cores to

create a single prototyping platform of FPGA. The state-of-art SoC design trend is

integration of different IP cores. The international semiconductor roadmap predicts that

there will be an increase in the number of cores processors in a SoC application [76]. This

trend can be seen in multiprocessor SoC applications like multimedia hubs,

telecommunication circuits, network processors etc [77]. These IP cores drastically reduce

the time and effort that is required to develop the hardware. Embedded systems can be

designed using the co-design of hardware and software.

The FVSSF-II Protection System should protect the server from SFAs so that

genuine user’s access to the server is not denied during the attack. This system should be

able to block the attack and allow the genuine user’s access to the server.

4.2.2 The details of design of FVSSF-II Protection System

The proposed FVSSF-II protection system is to be connected between the server

that needs to be protected and the other various clients as is shown in Figure 4.4. The

communication between the Computer (PC) and FPGA can be performed using either

USB, RS232 or Ethernet. The VSSF-II protection system has to monitor and analyse the

network traffic, therefore VSSF-II protection system must use the two network interface

cards (Ethernet) required to receive and transmit data from the network. Thus it acts a

Secured Ethernet Interface System that protects the server from attack.
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Figure 4.4 FVSSF-II protection System (Secured Ethernet Interface System) connected

between the server and the client.

The FVSSF-II Protection System should read every incoming packet to the server and

identify if the packet is genuine or part of an attack and accordingly either the packet needs

to be forwarded to the protected server or has to be dropped. The effect of attack as well as

genuine request on the protected server needs to be tested. FVSSF-II Protection System is

a complex system. The proposed designing of the FVSSF-II Protection System is divided

into two parts and they are as below [78].

 The method to secure the server is VSSF-II protection method

 FPGA design with Implementation details

4.2.2.1 The method to secure the server is VSSF-II protection method.

It is interesting to note here that it is extremely tough to identify a spoofed attack.

The method that is used to protect the server is shown in Figure 4.5. The proposed VSSF-II

protection method protects the server from SFA. The VSSF-II protection method is a

modified VSSF-I protection method.
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The FVSSF-II protection system uses the modified VSSF-II protection method

which is based on [23, 40, 58, 38]. The VSSF-II protection method used to protect the

server from SFA is shown in Figure 4.5.

The VSSF-II protection method also maintains the information about genuine

clients in a Registry. It continuously monitors and validates genuine client requests and

updates the Registry. This method detects the spoofed attack and subsequently such attacks

are blocked.

IP addresses of incoming client requests are classified in this method is as below:

 Registered addresses: These are the IP addresses of clients that set up the

connections with the server and the information gets registered in the registry of the

VSSF-II protection system.

 Non Registered addresses: These are the IP addresses of clients that are not present

in the Registry. These are considered as new client requests.

 Spoofed addresses: These are the IP addresses that are stored in the attack packets

sent from an attacker. These addresses are of two types. First is the IP addresses

that are spoofed and are not registered in the registry and are treated as requests

from new clients. Second type are the spoofed IP addresses that are present in the

registry and are treated here as spoofed addresses.
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Figure 4.5 VSSF-II Protection method

In this method initially the SYN_COUNT =0 and the registry is blank. For every

incoming request from the client to connect to the server, the VSSF-II checks if the

incoming client information is present in the registry. If it is not present then they are the

nonregistered addresses, such requests are not forwarded to the server. Whereas for such

nonregistered requests the reply SYN_ACK is sent to the client and the SYNdefender [38]

is activated. If the request is received from a genuine client then the corresponding ACK is

received. Now the protection system sets up the connection with the server and upends the

registry with the client address.
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In case an incoming client request’s IP address is found in Registry then such

requests are considered as registered IP addresses and are forwarded to the server by

incrementing the SYN_COUNT. The server replies to the client with the corresponding

SYN_ACK. Since the request is from genuine client the ACK reply is received from the

client. The VSSF-II protection system on receiving the ACK, the SYN_COUNT is

decremented and the connection between the client and server is set up as the three-way

handshake is completed.  Thus the value of SYN_COUNT will not get altered for the

genuine registered and nonregistered client requests.

The important feature of this method as compared to VSSF-I method is the way the

attack is blocked.  The method used in VSSF-II to block attacks that are generated by an

attacker that sends attack requests to the server with the spoofed client address is explained

in detail as below.

These attack request’s source IP addresses can be either from registered or

nonregistered addresses. When the attack packets contain the nonregistered spoofed client

addresses, such requests are not forwarded by the VSSF-II protection system and are

blocked.    In case of registered spoofed attacks, the VSSF-II, protection system treats these

requests as genuine requests as they are registered and hence they are forwarded to the

server.  Since these are spoofed attacks the SYN_COUNT value keeps on increasing as

there is no ACK received. In order to identify and block such attacks the action taken is as

described here. If the value of SYN_COUNT becomes larger than the threshold value then

all the registers IP addresses information is deleted from the Registry and the

SYN_COUNT=0. The advantage of clearing the registry is, no packets can be forwarded to

the server as each and every incoming request becomes the non-registered address. Thus

the attack requests will not be forwarded to the server and will be blocked.
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After clearing the registry if there is any genuine request then such requests are

treated as new and since the corresponding ACK is received in such cases the respective

client addresses are added to the Registry. Thus the Registry is continuously updated so

that it maintains the information about the genuine client information.

The main difference between the VSSF-I and VSSF-II is the way attack is blocked.

The VSSF-I method [58] as compared to VSSF-II method, transfers the status of all the

half open connections of the server to the SYNdefender once the attack is detected. Also

RST is sent to clear the connections of type half-open on the server. It also removes only

the respective addresses from the registry due to spoofed IP addresses. The SYNdefender

keeps waiting for the ACK, if it is received then the connection is set up between the server

and the client. If the respective ACK is not received then the SYN packet is dropped.

4.2.2.2  FPGA design with Implementation details

This proposed design of an embedded system to protect the server from attack

makes use of different IP-cores available. Altera offers enormous types of IP-cores

which can be used in the design of embedded system. The proposed SoC design of

VSSF-II Protection System using FPGAs is shown in Figure 4.6 and is known as

Secured Ethernet Interface System [78]. This proposed protection system needs to be

connected between the client and the server. The details of this design are as below.
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Figure 4.6 Block diagram of the proposed FPGA based VSSF-II protection system.

NIOS II Processor: Soft core NIOS II Processor is proposed to be used as the basic

processor in the FVSSF-II Protection system. The most widely used processor is the NIOS

soft core processor [79]. NIOS II processor is a RISC Processor with 32 bit instruction set,

address space and data path. Depending on the requirement of system NIOS II processor

can be configured accordingly. NIOS II processor core has the ability to create custom

instruction and can be part of the processor. Only 5% of the FPGA is used by the NIOS

processor [80, 81].

The advantage of using NIOS-II is the synthesised configuration required for the

development of system can be added to the FPGA. It also has an important feature of

creating a new custom instruction and can be made as a part of NIOS-II processor.

NIOS-II processor includes the dedicated instructions for performing 64 and 128bit

multiplication One of the important feature of processor is to access all the different on

chip components and has a facility to interface the different off-chip components. This

processor is compatible with the software development using C programming language.

Thus the NIOS-II processor has lot of flexibility so that it can be customised in designing

the various applications. The NIOS-II processor supports the following addressing modes:
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Register addressing, displacing addressing, immediate addressing, Register Indirect

addressing and Absolute addressing.

The architecture of NIOS-II includes the following units:

 The program address generation: This block provides the sequencing of

addresses related to the instructions to be executed.

 Group of registers: It includes general purpose registers (32) each of 32bit,

controlled registers up to 32registers, each register with 32 bits. And it also

has shadow registers. These shadow registers are mainly utilised for context

switching.

 ALU: This unit allows arithmetic and logical operations to be performed

based on the data stored in the register group. It performs arithmetic,

relational, logical, shift and rotational operations. This ALU is directly

connected to custom instruction unit for executing the customised

instructions.

 Instruction and Data bus: This processor provides the separate instruction

bus and data bus and these buses are basically Avalon-MM master ports.

 JTAG module: This module allows debugging the NIOS processor from a

PC. It allows to dump the programs to the memory and to execute the

programs.

Triple-Speed Ethernet: In order to send and receive packets from client and server

and vice versa, the FVSSF-II protection system needs a network interface. Therefore, two

network interfaces are required in this design.  IP-cores known as Triple-Speed Ethernet

are proposed to be used in this design. Altera provides the Megacore Triple-Speed Ethernet

(TSE) that complies with the IEEE 802.3 standard [82]. It supports 10/100/1000Mbps

MAC Ethernet, PMA (Physical Medium Attachment) and Physical Coding Subsystems
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(PCS). TSE supports different registers of 32-bit, that can be configured for MAC address

(source and destination), frame length, promiscuous mode etc.

Ethernet is widely used technology for networking. It basically operates at two

different layers of the OSI i.e. the physical layer and the data link layer. Within the data

link layer, the Ethernet basically refers to Media Access Control layer. This layer deals

with the encapsulation of data as a frame before the data is transmitted. The MAC layer’s

main function is transmission of frames and detection of errors due to collisions. The TSE

is used to function as MAC sub layer and a part of physical layer which is required for any

network interface. This TSE works as a Media Access Controller in coordination with the

processor NIOS and the PHY chip.

An application program to be used to TSE should initialise the frame format that

should include the first 32 bits as ID for alignment, followed by the destination and source

address which are of 48 bits each. Then the payload data type or the length and the payload

data that can be terminated are followed. Thus the frame size initialised should be 1024

bytes. In order to use the TSE and the external PHY chips needs to be initialised with the

MAC address and the PHY addresses to be used.

Transmit and receive SGDMA: The Scatter-Gather DMA (SG-DMA) controller

provides high data transfer rate amongst two components. Memory to memory, memory to

data stream and data stream to memory type of data transfer can be performed [83].

In this design the SGDMA 0 and SGDMA 1 are used to transfer and receive data

from the two Megacore TSEs used in this design. The receive task of SGDMA is to

transfer the data from the interface i.e. streaming to the interface which is memory mapped.

Thus the data from the Megacore TSE is transferred to the on-chip memory. The transmit

task of the SGDMA is to transfer the data from the on-chip memory to the Megacore TSE.
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Thus we have used Receive SGDMA 0, Transmit SGDMA 0, Receive SGDMA 1 and

Transmit SGDMA 1.

JTAG UART: It is a core available from Altera and is used to transfer the serial stream of

characters between the PC and the FPGA. Most of the embedded systems use the RS232

interface to transfer the data.

But with the use of JTAG UART there is no need to use an interface like RS232.

The JTAG UART contains different registers like control register and data register which

can be programmed by the NIOS processor [84]. It makes use of interrupt to transfer data.

The JTAG UART is proposed to be used in FVSSF-II Protection System to transfer the

data between the PC and the FPGA.  On-chip Memory, PLL and Ethernet PHY Chip

88E1111 are used in the design of FVSSF-II Protection System.

Implementation Details:

To implement the FVSSF-II Protection System Quartus II software is used and is

implemented on FPGA called Stratix IV on DE4 board [85] . Quartus II is software

provided by Altera is used in development of VSSF-II Protection system using FPGA. This

software allows converting the innovative idea into the real working model. It ropes in

different software products or tools such as QSYS , Modelsim, etc.

Figure 4.7 depicts the device selected for the project Stratix IV family

EP4SGX230KF40C2 device is used. Figure 4.6 gives the block diagram details used for

create the SoC. The Qsys tool is used to add the components on the FPGA and connect the

components appropriately to create the embedded system [86]. Begin by adding the source

of clock, then the required blocks like the NIOS II processor. After that add the memory
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that is on-chip type, UART JTAG, then two MegaCore TSE‘s are added. After that, to

transfer data from and to TSE’s the controllers called SGDMA 0 and SGDMA 1 are added.

It performs data transfer based on the interrupt.

Figure 4.7 The device selection

All the above mentioned components are added and the interconnection needs to be

done as shown in Figure 4.8 (a), (b), (c)

(a) QSYSY part1
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(b) Qsys part2

(c) Qsys part3

Figure 4.8 Qsys- components Connections

Once all connections are performed the system is generated. The RTL (Register

Transfer Level) overview of the system that is created after compiling the design is shown

below in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9 RTL view of the design of FVSSF-II Protection System

After building the hardware system the whole system is downloaded on top of the

FPGA, the board used is DE4 board [87] as shown in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10 DE4 board
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DE4 board is a platform that is ideal for many hardware systems that needs the

high performance. It also supports with Stratix IV GX Device and 4 Gigabit Ethernet

protocol support. The Quartus II compilation flow summary is shown in Figure 4.10a.

Figure 4.10a Quartus II compilation flow summary

Once the hardware design is complete, the application program is to be executed to

perform the required task. An application program is written to process the information on

a designed and implemented hardware NIOS II based FVSSF-II Protection System. This

should provide a security feature against the SFA. An application program begins with the

initialization of the SGDMA using the APIs [Scatter-Gather DMA controller core in

embedded peripheral IP user guide].Then the Megacore TSE and the PHY external chips

are to be initialized. It includes initializing the TSE with the base address. Using MDIO

interface the address of PHY chip to be accessed is initialized. Set the PCS to operate at

mode SGMII and auto negotiation is enabled. Then activate read and write with CRC

forwarding. The last part of this initialization includes the interrupt. Whenever the data is

entered the interrupt is generated and executes the interrupt routine.
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The ISR must perform the task according to the proposed algorithm as shown in

Figure 4.5. Wherein every packet request can be sent to the server or block after checking

if that is a genuine or attack request. With this the SoC of FVSSF-II protection system

design and implementation is complete.

4.2.3 Experimental set up to test the FVSSF-II Protection System

In order to test the functioning of the FVSSF-II protection System it is important to

choose carefully the required environment and the appropriate tools that are required to

perform the live implementation. Live implementation needs extra care as compared to

simulations.

For this study the LAN environment is set up is as shown in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11 LAN environment set up to test FVSSF-II Protection System

In this experimental set up one computer is configured as a web server, second

computer is used as a client as well as an attacker that generates requests of type genuine
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and attacks also. The designed SoC FVSSF-II Protection System with two NIC is

connected between the web server and the client that protects the server from SFA. The

FVSSF-II Protection System is known as Secured Ethernet Interface System [78] .

In this experiment to study the effectiveness of FVSSF-II Protection System two

different setups were used: Protected and unprotected environment.

Protected (with FVSSF-II) Server: In this experimental set up, the FVSSF-II Protection

System used is designed as described in section 4.2.2.1 and 4.2.2.2. This FVSSF-II

Protection System is connected between the server and client as shown in Figure 4.12a.

The FVSSF-II Protection System is connected so that the server should be protected from

the SFA. Thus this set up is known as Protected with FVSSF-II Server.

Unprotected (with FVSSF-II) Server: In this experimental set up, the FVSSF System used

is designed as described in section 4.2.2.2 and is programmed to read every incoming

packet and forward it. It does not perform any task related to protection; instead it just acts

as a forwarder/router. This FVSSF System is connected between the server and client as

shown in Figure 4.12b. Thus this set up is known as unprotected with FVSSF-II Server.

Figure 4.12 Environmental set up to test FVSSF-II Protection System
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During this experiment the genuine client requests are sent to the server in the

presence of an attack in both the cases (i.e. when Protected and also non protected) and

recorded the following parameters.

In this experiment an apache bench tool called ab tool is used to generate the

genuine client requests [88] and to generate the attack Ostinato tool (Packet generator) is

used [89]. Ab tool is used for benchmarking the server, it gives the performance statistics

of the server like the number of requests served by the server etc. Ostinato tool can be used

to create different types of information that can be sent on the network. It also supports

different types of protocols and sends information at different rates. Figure 4.13 is the

screen shot of the Ostanito tool that generates (SFA) attack on the server.

Figure 4.13 Screen shot of the Ostinato Packet generator
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4.2.4 Results and Discussions

The experiments were performed to examine the effectiveness of FVSSF-II

Protection System as explained above and the different parameters were noted. The results

of the experiments performed above are indicated in the following Figures 4.14, 4.15, 4.16

and Table 4.2 and are discussed.

Figure 4.14 Half-open connections set up on the unprotected and protected server

Figure 4.14 depicts that number of half open connections setup on the server with

protection is very less as compared to those setup on the server that is not protected with

FVSSF-II Protection System. This shows that when the server is not protected with the

FVSSF-II Protection System the (SFA) attack packets are forwarded to server as compared

to when it is protected. The server resources are not consumed by the attack packets and

thus they are utilized efficiently. Thus the FVSSF-II Protection System protects the server

from attack and the attack effect is mitigated.
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.

Figure 4.15 Response of (with and without FVSSF-II Protection System) Server during the

attack

Figure 4.15 indicates that the number of connections set up on the server that is

protected with FVSSF-II Protection System and without protecting the server. It can be

seen from the Figure that when the server is not protected with the FVSSF-II Protection

System, initially all the clients get responses from server, but as the number of client

requests goes on increasing, the response from the server starts decreasing. The reason for

the decrease is that as the server is not protected the attack requests are forwarded to the

server. Hence the resources are being utilized by the attack requests and the number of

genuine clients accessing the service from the server is reduced. Whereas when the server

is protected with FVSSF-II Protection System all the genuine client requests are served by

the server.
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Figure 4.16 Percentage of the requests served by the (Protected with and without FVSSF-II

Protection System) server within a certain time (ms)

Here 500 genuine client requests during the attack were sent to the (Protected with

and without FVSSF-II Protection System) server and the percentage of requests served

within certain time is depicted in Figure 4.16. Figure 4.16 indicates that 95% of the

requests were served within 690ms from unprotected (with FVSSF-II Protection System)

server. Whereas 95% of the requests were served within 410ms from protected (with

FVSSF-II Protection System) server. Protected with FVSSF-II Protection System server

takes less time to serve the requests as compared to unprotected server.

Table 4.2 Server protected with FVSSF-II Protection System and without Protection
systems Time taken for tests and Transfer rate(500 genuine requests were sent in the
presence of attack)
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When the client sends 500 genuine requests in the presence of attack to the

unprotected with FVSSF-II Protection System server and protected with FVSSF-II

Protection System server the Transfer Rate and the Time taken for tests are measured and

are as shown in Table 4.2.

4.2.5 FVSSF-II Protection System Hardware accelerator

The FVSSF-II Protection System is designed and put into operation as a SoC to

protect the server from SFA. To improve the effectiveness of the FVSSF-II Protection

System in future, there is a need to identify the tasks that can be performed by the

hardware accelerators in parallel instead of sequential execution [90].

In FVSSF-II Protection System application there is a need to identify the task that

needs lot of computations to be performed and should not have dependency on data. In

FVSSF-II Protection System every incoming packet should be identified if it is a registered

or non registered request. Also the Registry is updated if there is a new genuine request as

is depicted in Figure 4.4.  During this task the source address of the incoming client needs

to be compared with the Registry. The amount of time required to perform this depends on

the size of the Registry i.e. number of entries stored in the Registry and also location of the

data that is stored, as this task is performed sequentially.

Thus to accelerate this task the application of Bloom Filter can be used [91]. Bloom

Filter is a technique used to test the membership of data from the group of data. Initially

the data to be stored is compressed using the hash function. Thus it utilizes the memory

very efficiently. Also the searching of data is done using hardware and it generates the

memory lookups. Thus it takes an identical amount of time to search data irrespective of
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the location of the data stored. FPGAs are reconfigurable devices and it can be

implemented easily [53].

In FVSSF-II protection system application, one more task that can be performed by

hardware accelerators in parallel instead of sequential execution is the task that is

performed by SYN Defender. The function of SYN Defender is depending on the SYN

request. The SYN Defender must generate SYN-ACK segment and send it to the client.

Then it waits for the corresponding ACK. Depending on the ACK response the action is

taken by the SYN Defender. This task can be performed in parallel once the SYN segment

is received.

Thus these are the two important tasks proposed to be performed by the hardware

that accelerates the performance of the protection system.

4.3 Comparison of FPGA based with the Software based

VSSF-II Protection System

The VSSF-II Protection System design details and implementation processes are

given in section 4.2. In order to compare the performance of NIOS processor based

protection system with the general purpose processor based protection system, there is a

need to implement the PC based protection system. PC based Protection System that uses

General Purpose Processor is used and implemented using the VSSF-II protection method

as is depicted in Figure 4.5. The PC based VSSF-II Protection System details are

explained below.
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4.3.1 LAN environment set up to test the software based VSSF-II

Protection System

In order to test the functioning of the VSSF-II protection System it is important to

choose carefully the required environment and choose the appropriate tools that are

required to perform the live implementation. Live implementation needs extra care as

compared to simulations.

For this study the LAN environment is set up using three general purpose

processors on PC as shown in Figure 4.17.

Figure 4.17 LAN environment set up to test VSSF-II Protection System

One computer is configured as web server, second computer is used as client as

well as attacker to generate attacks and also genuine requests. The third computer with two

NIC is configured as router and VSSF-II protection is implemented so that this system

works as protection system that protects the server against the SFA. Libipq is used to

implement VSSF-II Protection System [59]. Libipq is a development library foruser spce

packet queing for iptables and APIs for ip_queue.

On the third machine iptables rule is set to send tcp packets to IPQ as below
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Iptables –A FORWARD –p tcp –j QUEUE

In this experiment an apache bench tool called ab tool is used to generate the

genuine client requests [88] and to generate an attack, Ostinato tool is used [89]. Ab tool is

used for benchmarking the server, it gives the performance statistics of the server like the

number of requests served by the server etc. The output generated using ab tool is shown in

Figure 4.17a.

Figure 4.17a ab tool output
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The Ostinato tool is used to create different types of information that can be sent on

the network. It also supports different types of protocols and sends information at different

rates also.

Following experiments were performed in the LAN environment set up and are

explained as below.

Case 1 - The server is protected using VSSF-II Protection System: The same set up as

shown in Figure 4.17 is used. In this case the third computer (PC with two NIC) acts as a

router with the VSSF-II Protection System which protects the server from attack. Genuine

requests are generated from the client to the server using ab tool and noted the response

from the server.

Case 2 - The server is protected from SFA using VSSF-II Protection System: The LAN set

up used is as shown in Figure 4.17. Here the third Computer (PC with two NIC) is acting

as a VSSF-II Protection System which protects the server from attack. Genuine requests

are generated from client to the server in the presence of attack using ab tool and Ostinato

tool, also the response from the server is noted.

4.3.2 Results and Discussions

Case 1 - The server is protected from SFA using VSSF-II Protection System (genuine

requests only):

After performing experiments as described in Section 4.3.1 Case 1 wherein the

VSSF-II protection system is used. Then noted the response regarding the amount of time
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it takes to respond is shown in Figure 4.18 and Table 4.3. 500 Genuine requests are

generated from client to the server using ab tool.

Case 2 - The server is protected from SFA using VSSF-II Protection System (Genuine

requests with attack) :

After performing the experiments as described in Section 4.3.1 Case 2 wherein the

VSSF-II protection system is used, then the noted response from the server regarding the

amount of time it takes to respond is shown in Figure 4.18 and Table 4.3. In this case 500

genuine requests are generated from client to the server in the presence of attack. Genuine

requests are generated from client to the server in the presence of attack using ab tool and

Ostinato tool.

Figure 4.18 Response of the software based VSSF-II protected server to genuine client

requests without and with attack

From Figure 4.18 it is clear that 90 % of the requests from the client are served

within less time when no attack is generated. During the attack, genuine clients could
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access the server but the delay is more. It may be seen in Figure 4 that there is a sharp

change at around 75% of the client requests i.e. response time of server is quite significant

when there is an attack. Thus, the software based VSSF protection system protects the

server from the attack and also genuine clients can access the server during attack.

Table 4.3 Response of software based VSSF-II protection system with and without
attack (when client sends 500 Genuine requests

The transfer rate supported is 0.49 Kilobytes/sec when the server is protected using

VSSF-II PC based protection system and in this case no attack is generated. But when the

attack is generated with genuine requests to the protected server the transfer rate supported

is 0.19Kilobytes/sec.

The time taken for tests is 315 seconds when the server is protected using VSSF-II

PC based protection system and no attack being generated. But when the attack is

generated with genuine requests sent to the protected server the time taken for the tests is

825 seconds.

Section 4.2 gives the details of the Embedded System implemented using the FPGA

known as FPGA based VSSF-II (FVSSF-II) Protection System and is also known as

Secured Ethernet Interface System. FVSSF-II protection System is designed using the

NIOS-II Processor and other IP-cores. The method used in FVSSF-II Protection System is

Using PC based protection
system without attack

Using PC based protection system with
attack

Transfer Rate
(Kilobytes/sec)

0.49 0.19

Time taken for tests (in
seconds)

315 825
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the same method used in PC based system known as VSSF-II protection method.

Experiments were performed to test the performance of  the FPGA based VSSF-II

Protection System with the same environment as it was done for PC based VSSF-II

Protection System [92].

4.3.3 Comparing the software and FPGA based protection system

The results of the PC based VSSF-II Protection System is compared with the FPGA

based VSSF-II Protection System and are shown in below Figure 4.19 and Table 4.4.

Figure 4.19 Percentage of the requests served by the (Protected with software and
FPGA based Protection System) server within a certain time (ms)

In Figure 4.19 there is a sharp change at 75% of client requests when the server is

protected using software based system, but the response of hardware i.e. FPGA based

VSSF-II protection system shows much better response as compared to software based in

spite of an attack.
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Table 4.4 Comparison of FVSSF-II Protection System and software (PC) based
VSSF-II Protection System(500 Genuine Requests are sent from client to the server
during the attack)

Figure 4.20 Comparison of Transfer rate of software (PC) based with the FPGA based
VSSF-II Protection System

Figure 4.20 indicates that the server protected using FPGA (NIOS-II) based VSSF-

II Protection System supports higher transfer rate as compared to the server protected using

the software(GPP) based VSSF-II Protection System.
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Figure 4.21 Comparison of Time taken for tests of software (PC) based with the FPGA
based VSSF-II Protection System

Figure 4.21 indicates that the time taken for tests is less when the server is

protected using FPGA (NIOS-II) Protection System as compared to software (GPP) based

VSSF-II Protection as is shown in Table 4.4.

4.4 Tool to generate the attack

4.4.1 Introduction

Currently a lot of embedded devices are being manufactured that provide different

types of services. This tool is designed to test the security feature of any web

services/services available on the network. Most of the embedded systems that provide

web services need to be tested for security. This tool is designed as a SoC that can be a part

of any network Interface. It can be utilized to test the security feature provided to the

services on the network. In order to test the performance of security features provided

against the SFA there is a necessity to generate the SFA.

825
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4.4.2 Design and implementation details of the SFA generator

The diagram of the hardware to develop the SFA generator is portrayed in Figure

4.22. The design of SFA generator include the soft IP-cores such as NIOS II Processor,

Transmit and Receive SGDMA, Triple-Speed Ethernet, and on-chip memory. To

communicate between the PC and FPGA, JTAG UART is used. This SoC is put into

operation on a DE4 board provided by ALTERA that has the STRATIX IV

(EP4SGX230KF40C2) FPGA [93]. The software Quartus II is to design the hardware and

adding the components depicted in Figure 4.22. PLL (Phase Locked Loop) is also used to

generate different clock frequencies required for the components [85]. After adding all

these components, using QSYS tool generate the VHDL code. Then the assignment of the

pins in accordance with the DE4 board is performed and needs to be compiled. The

compiled soft core is to be downloaded onto the FPGA to execute an application program.

Figure 4.22 Block diagram of SFA generator
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Packet (On-
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memory)
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with
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ports

Transmit/recei
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SYN flood attack
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The program is written in C to initialise the different components like TSE,

SGDMA etc.  The Ethernet frame as depicted in Figure 4.23 is created with the respective

data that contains information regarding the details of IP header and TCP header to

generate the SYN packets.

Figure 4.23 Frame format

4.4.3 Testing the tool

To test the designed SFA generator Xamp web server is installed on computer [94]

and connected SFA generator to the PC as depicted in Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25.

Generated the SFA attack on the server and verified on the server the amount of half open

connections set up with the netstat command.

Figure 4.24 Web server set up with the SFA generator.
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Figure 4.25 Lab set up for  SFA generator

The Logic utilization of the designed SoC SFA generator is only 5%. The same

hardware circuit can be used to generate different types of attacks such as UDP, ICMP

flood attacks by modifying the frame contents to be generated.

4.5 Summary

The utilization and deployment of embedded system has seen much

improvement for many diverse applications. In this chapter, proposed the design and
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implementation of FVSSF-2 protection system to protect server against the SFA. The

VSSF-II protection method is used to protect the server from SFA. The VSSF-II protection

method is modified based on the VSSF-I protection method. As compared to VSSF-I

method, the VSSF-II protection method uses improved method of updating the Repository

of good IP information. Also VSSF-II method uses the improved method of mitigating the

attack after the attack is detected. The details are explained.

The VSSF-II Protection method is used in designing the FPGA (NIOS-II/hardware)

based VSSF-II Protection System. The Protection System is experimentally verified that

the server’s service was available to the genuine users during the attack in a real network

environment. The outcomes of the experimental work are extremely encouraging. The

VSSF-II protection method used in FPGA based Protection System that protects the server

against the SFA is demonstrated experimentally.

Compared the performance of the embedded system designed using FPGA for

protecting the server against SFA and the PC based protection system is implemented

using software is compared based on the experimental results.

The tool to generate the SFA using FPGA is designed and implemented to test the

performance of the servers that provide different services and the results of the

experimental study are reported.
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CHAPTER

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE
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This chapter concludes the complete research work carried out highlighting the

important works and the results and also discusses the future research work for protecting

the server from attack.

5.1 Conclusions

This thesis introduces the important concept of security over the network. DDoS

attacks are generated on the internet that denies access to the genuine users. It also gives

the detailed information about the DDoS attacks generated over the past few years and

consequences of these SFA. SFA is a type of DDoS attack that does not allow genuine

users to get service from the servers. In order to provide continuous access of services to

genuine users, there is a need to provide security of server from SFA and is an important

area of research. Thus there is a need to identify and understand the characteristics of the

attack and its consequences. Therefore the details of SFA and consequences are studied.

Based on the literature study related to various methods used for protecting the

server, the modified VSSF protection method is proposed.

This thesis gives the elaborate details of designing the SFA Protection System

based on PC (Software) and FPGA (NIOS-II/hardware). The proposed VSSF attack

protection system is an autonomous unit where in it does not interact with the other

modules to defend the attack. The proposed VSSF protection method maintains the

Repository of good IP addresses. This Repository is not static type based on the history of

connections set up on the server but instead the Repository is continuously updated

depending on the present status of every incoming packet. Thus the good client IP

Repository is dynamic and continuously updated. SFA packets generated by attacker

include the spoofed IP addresses. Thus updating dynamically will not allow spoofed
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addresses to be part of the Repository. In this method only the client request who’s IP

addresses exists in the Repository are forwarded to server. The proposed protection system

needs to be deployed near the victim/ server. The VSSF system detects and blocks the

attack much before the attack gets aggravated. It also distinguishes between attack packets

and genuine packets.

The VSSF-I protection system is implemented using software on a PC.

Experiments were performed to test the performance of VSSF-I protection system in the

presence of genuine client requests and SFA. The results of the experiments indicates that

the VSSF-I Protection System protects the server from the SFA and all the genuine client

requests get service from the server during the SFA as indicated in Figure 3.10.

The VSSF-II protection method is used to protect the server from SFA. The VSSF-

II protection method is modified based on the VSSF-I protection method. As compared to

VSSF-I method, the VSSF-II protection method uses improved method of updating the

Repository of good IP information. Also VSSF-II method uses the improved method of

mitigating the attack after the attack is detected. The details are explained.

The VSSF-II Protection method is used in designing the FPGA (NIOS-II/hardware)

based VSSF-II Protection System. The Protection System is experimentally verified that

the server’s service was available to the genuine users during the attack in a real network

environment. The outcomes of the experimental work are extremely encouraging. The

VSSF-II protection method used in FPGA based Protection System that protects the server

against the SFA is demonstrated experimentally.

The VSSF-II Protection method can detect the spoofed attack efficiently and block

these attacks by allowing genuine users to get access to the services.
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The advantage of using the VSSF-II protection method is during regular operation

of the network (when there is no attack) the VSSF-II Protection method has to forward the

client requests after comparing with the registry to the server. But during the SFA attack

the VSSF-II protection method requires to do more processing. Thus during regular

operation VSSF-II protection method’s processing time is very less.

Apart from providing security against SFA, the VSSF-II based on FPGA also

provides service to every genuine clients and the same is verified experimentally. In order

to compare the performance of FVSSF-II Protection System with the software based

protection system, the VSSF-II protection method is implemented using PC. Experiments

were performed and tested the performance of software based protection system.

The results of the experimental study of comparing the software based VSSF-II

Protection System and the FVSSF-II Protection System is done. The results indicate that

the server that is protected using the software based VSSF-II Protection System supports a

transfer rate of 0.19Kilobytes per sec and the amount of time to test is 825 seconds. In the

similar network environment when the server is protected using the FVSSF-II Protection

System the time taken to test is 64.179 seconds and the transfer rate measured is 2.25

Kilobytes per second.

5.2 Future Scope

The VSSF-II Protection System maintains the genuine client repository by

continuously updating it. Thus, in future many security systems like IDS,  Firewalls, etc.

can make use of this repository.
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The SoC SFA generator tool designed and implemented using the NIOS II

Processor has a lot of future scope. It can be modified to work as a basic ethical hacking

tool and that can be used in embedded systems, as every embedded device used in the

network can be prone to attack. Hence Ethical hacking tool will provide the ambiguity that

exists related to security. Since it’s a reconfigurable SFA generator, modifications to the

same design allows to generate many new types of attacks.

Any embedded device designed used FPGA that us used to provide service in an

automated system can be easily integrated with the FPGA based secured VSSF protection

device.

The same hardware used in SoC generator tool can be modified to design a network

monitoring tool.

There is tremendous scope related to providing security of IOT devices that provide

security. These IOT embedded devices are generally communicate with different devices

and security features can be designed as a SoC [95].

The FVSSF-II performance further can be improved by adding different hardware

blocks such that the tasks can be executed in parallel. The hardware blocks such as

SYNdefender, Bloom filter based block for maintaining the Good Registry, etc. Must be

added.

In future the security against DDoS attack can be implemented using FPGA that

has tremendous future scope.
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